STUDIO Workshops for Young Artists

At Grounds For Sculpture

Enhance your group’s exploration by creating artworks in a studio environment, developing problem solving skills and personal expression. Grounds For Sculpture offers a variety of workshops for young artists that are perfect for schools, camps, scouts, and birthday parties. These hands-on experiences are designed to engage the senses and encourage experimentation.

**General Information**

Minimum group size is 10 participants. Events must be booked a minimum of 14 days in advance. GFS admission is waived the day of your workshop.

Dining options can be arranged for a separate fee through the Peacock Café at 609.890.6015.

For questions or to book your workshop, please contact the Education Department at 609.586.0616 or workshops@groundsforsculpture.org. Reduced rates available for school groups.

---

**THE WIND CHALLENGE:**

**KINETIC SCULPTURE**

In this challenge, design and build a sculpture incorporating elements that move. Explore artwork in the park which expresses form, balance, and movement, then make your own kinetic masterpiece! This workshop includes working with wire, beads, foam, metallic papers, and more.

60 minutes. $20 per participant.

**TERRARIUMS:**

**SCULPTURE GARDENS UNDER GLASS**

Create your own sculptural landscape! Using seeds and other natural elements, young artists will construct an artistic tabletop garden environment enclosed in glass container. Working with wire and found objects, add decorative elements and sculptures to inhabit your gardens under glass.

60 minutes. $20 per participant.

**COLOR, TEXTURE, & CASTING:**

**MONOPRINTING**

Sculpting, painting, molding, casting, and monoprinting – in this workshop, young artists will create low-relief sculptures that synthesize all of these artistic techniques together. Working with a variety of tools, sketch a design in clay to create a mold that will be painted and cast with paper pulp. As the paper pulp dries, the watercolor will transfer directly onto the casting.

60 minutes. $20 per participant.

**TEEN SCULPTURE HUNT:**

An engaging introduction to Grounds For Sculpture, your group will be split into teams, compete to find selected sculptures outdoors and earn points by answering related questions. Race to be the quickest team to complete this challenge and receive a fabulous prize!

60 minutes. $20 per participant.